
Producing Safe Spin-Polarized Metabolites forMagnetic Resonance ImagingDaniel Walter Rowlands17 March 2009AbstractThere is signi�cant interest in improved sensitivity and decreased mea-surement times for nuclear magnetic resonance and magnetic resonanceimaging of small molecules, especially those with 13C and 15N spin la-bels. A source of spin polarizations of order unity is spin-exchange opti-cal pumping, which produces 129Xe with fractional polarization of orderunity, about 105 higher than is achieved at equilibrium in high �eld. Theresearch presented, is the development and testing of components of anapparatus intended to bring target molecules, such as acetic acid, into theclose (near 1 nm) contact with hyperpolarized 129Xe atoms as needed toe�ect rapid equalization of their spin temperatures through dipolar cou-plings. Speci�cally, an apparatus has been designed and is being builtwith the intention of rapidly depositing a gaseous mixture of xenon andthe target molecule as a homogeneous solid under a strong magnetic �eld,then dropping the �eld strength to allow spin equalization through dipo-lar couplings followed by rapid production of a liquid sample of the targetmolecule at room temperature.1 Background and Literature1.1 Hyperpolarization BackgroundNuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a widely used spectroscopic method inchemistry due to its chemical speci�city and nondestructive character. Theseadvantages are of even greater importance for in vivo applications, where theycan be combined with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to localize speci�cmolecules and chemical reactions within living organisms.The principal barriers to extending these methods to diverse problems inbiology and medicine are the limited sensitivity and long measurement times ofNMR. The usual methods rely on equilibrium spin polarization of a few partsper million, which typically develops in 1-100 s for molecules in solution withinthe high magnetic �eld of the spectrometer. The resulting signals from abundantmetabolites at millimolar concentrations are measurable in this way in secondsto minutes using naturally occurring protons. However, the complex mixture of1



species present and the large background signal from water are impediments tothe use of in vivo proton NMR. Labeling molecules of biological interest with13C greatly improves the chemical speci�city, since this isotope has a large rangeof chemical shifts and a low natural abundance background. The metabolic fateof injected spin-labeled molecules can be followed over minutes to hours. Thisis the basis of a few diagnostic procedures[1], but these remain expensive dueto the high cost of the labeled compounds and the lengthy examination timewithin the spectrometer.A new approach to overcome the limited sensitivity and long measurementtimes is to align the nuclear spins of the molecules of interest to values of or-der unity just prior to their injection and NMR or MRI observation[2, 3, 4].This provides a transient signal with an enhancement of up to about 10,000fold, allowing 2D images to be obtained in less than 1 s and series of tensof images or spectra to be obtained in about a minute, the time scale of thespin-lattice relaxation time T1 for favorable spin ½ sites. To date, such hyperpo-larization has been achieved using dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP), whichrequires microwave irradiation of the sample at about 1 K for several hours,and PASADENA (Parahydrogen And Synthesis Allow Dramatically EnhancedNuclear Alignment) which works at liquid-state temperatures in seconds, butonly for molecules that can be prepared by molecular addition of dihydrogen.Thus, there is a need for a method which is more general than PASADENA,but faster and more convenient than DNP.One possible alternative to both PASADENA and DNP is transferring spinpolarization from 129Xe to 13C nuclei in the molecule of interest. 129Xe canbe polarized by spin-exchange optical pumping[5] via polarization transfer fromthe electron spin of Rb to the nuclear spin of xenon. Polarizations achieved bythese techniques (up to 70%) exceed room temperature thermal polarization ofxenon in high �eld by the factor of around 105. Di�erent techniques have beendeveloped to transfer polarization in solution from xenon to other nuclei[6] toimprove the sensitivity. However, the e�ciency of these techniques is intrinsi-cally low and does not exceed a few percent. The work presented here seeks ane�cient method to bring about polarization transfer in the solid state using di-rect dipolar couplings which exist between the spins of the target molecule andthe nuclear spin of xenon. The end goal is to construct an apparatus that canbe fed an input stream of hyperpolarized 129Xe mixed with the target moleculein the gas phase and produce an aqueous solution of the target molecule in anNMR tube at room temperature.1.2 Related LiteratureOf interest to this project is previous work on freezing hyperpolarized xenonwithout losing polarization, as well as previous attempts to transfer polarizationfrom 129Xe to other nuclei by dipole-dipole couplings.Both the gas and solid states of xenon have well-known and reasonablylong T1 values; however there is evidence that intermediate �slushy� phasesmay have much shorter T1 values. This suggests that it is important that2



the gas be given a very cold surface on which to condense so that it freezesimmediately, minimizing time in intermediate phases. The conservation of spinpolarization during freezing and thawing of hyperpolarized xenon was improvedin Ruset's work with Hersman at the University of New Hampshire[7]. Thisgroup developed protocols for freezing hyperpolarized xenon gas for transportwith minimal polarization loss. Although the freezing point of xenon is morethan 80 K than that of liquid nitrogen, attempts to deposit xenon from the gasphase produce a porous material with unknown, but presumably reduced heatconductivity. Ruset solved this problem by using a large coiled condenser whichhe slowly immersed in liquid nitrogen so that new cold surface was constantlyexposed. He found that that if he exposed ~30 cm2/minute of fresh surface areaat 77 K with a gas �ow of 50 sccm, he could freeze and then boil o� the xenonwithout measurable loss of hyperpolarization. However, if he increased the rateof gas �ow, he began to lose polarization.In 1993, Gatzke et al.[8] �rst demonstrated polarization transfer from hy-perpolarized xenon by dipole couplings at low �eld. Using a mixture of xenonisotopes, polarization was transferred from 129Xe to 131Xe in the solid state un-der a mixing �eld of 100 G, achieving a 5% polarization of 131Xe; one-third ofthe initial polarization of the 129Xe. They also measured the T1 of bulk 129Xeat 77 K as a function of �eld strength. They found that at �elds as low as 200G, the T1 remained around 80 minutes, but once the �eld dropped below thatvalue the T1 fell rapidly, reaching around 8 minutes at 50 G.Pines' group at the University of California at Berkeley attempted to extendthis result to cross polarization from 129Xe to 13C nuclei in small molecules withlimited success[9, 10]. Their 13C polarization was only a few percent of predictedvalues in carbon dioxide and no measurable transfer was observed to carbonmonxide, acetylene, or trichloroethylene. They attributed this to incompletemixing of the xenon and carbon dioxide used in their experiments and di�cultyin getting this gas mixture to freeze uniformly, as well as unexpectedly shortcarbon T1 values. While their experiments were largely unsuccessful, they areof some use in guiding thoughts on the matter of mixing and rapidly freezingxenon-organic gas mixtures.Also of interest is work done in Jänsch's group at Philipps University, Mar-burg on apparatus design for and results from a project to measure the T1 ofthin �lms of 129Xe deposited on metal surfaces. Gerhard, et al.[11] measuredT1 of thin xenon �lms, observing a T1 of approximately 15 min for a 1 µm �lmof xenon at 60 K and 2 T. Gerhard also provides some advice on the construc-tion of tubing to transport hyperpolarized xenon. Speci�cally, tests were runto determine what hyperpolarization loss was incurred for streaming hyperpo-larized xenon gas across several di�erent surfaces. As expected, ferromagneticmaterials led to signi�cant polarization losses (90% for iron and two of threestainless steel samples), and metals with some ferromagnetic content (brass andthe third stainless steel sample) led to lower but still measurable polarizationlosses. Copper, silver, gold, aluminum, molybdenum, tungsten, and solder (sev-eral alloys) were found to produce no measurable polarization loss. Multiplelayers of Te�on tape over an iron sample only reduced the polarization loss to3



60%. As a �nal note, the inhomogeneous �eld of a small, strong permanentmagnet in direct contact with glass tubing reduced the polarization by 50%. Noestimate for either B or its gradient is given, but this work raises the issues ofavoiding transport through gradients at low �eld.Jänsch's group also reports �ndings on the best ways to cool and deliverxenon samples. Gerhard, et al.[11] reports that xenon was stored as a solidin a liquid nitrogen reservoir and that bursts of xenon gas were released bytemporarily removing the xenon to the presumably warmer vapor phase nearby.Stahl, et al.[12] discusses the necessary temperatures for depositing xenon andhow to obtain them. Stahl found that liquid nitrogen cooling under reducedpressure proved insu�cient for getting below 70 K and that it was necessary toresort to liquid helium cooling to get down to the 60 K temperatures needed toadsorb xenon on a surface at ultra-high vacuum. Dr. Natalia Lisitza and Dr.Eduard Chekmenev in the Weitekamp lab recently showed that it is possible tocondense xenon �snow� on a surface by cooling that surface to 77 K and exposingit to room temperature xenon[13]. However, their set-up did not allow them tomeasure the pressures involved. Stahl suggests that a minimum pressure of atleast 1 mbar is required to condense xenon on a surface cooled by liquid nitrogenat 77 K. This is consistent with the partial pressure of xenon, which is 1 Torr(1.3 mbar) at 100 K.2 Spin Temperature TheoryIn order to calculate the sort of e�ciency one might expect for xenon-to-carbonpolarization transfer, we need to consider the concept of spin temperature. Thefollowing explanation and calculations are based on a 1958 paper by Abragamand Proctor of the Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de Saclay, Gif-sur-Yvette[14].2.1 Theory for a System of Two Spin-1/2 EnsemblesThe basic de�nition of spin temperature is based on the Boltzmann exponentiallaw. At the macroscopic level, so long as the system is in a constant or near-constant DC �eld B0 the population of spins Pi in energy level Ei is given by aBoltzman distribution:
Pi = exp[−Ei/kBT ]/

∑i exp[−Ei/kBT ] (1)or, in operator notation:
ρ = exp[−H/kBT ]/T r[exp[−H/kBT ]] (2)where T is the temperature of the lattic and H is the Hamiltonian of the spinsystem. One additional condition is that T1 is su�ciently long that experimentsof τ<<T1 can be performed. This assumption is reasonable for both 129Xe and

13C. Additionally, while Abragam and Proctor consider both I=1/2 and I>1/24



systems, for brevity I will limit this summary to I=1/2 systems such as129Xeand 13C.Let us break up the Hamiltonian as H = H0 + H1 where H0 = ΣiH
0
i is thesum of the energies of the spins under B0 and H1 = Σi<kH

1
ik is the sum of theenergies from spin-spin interactions. The simplest case to consider, then, is thehigh-�eld case where spin-spin interactions can be ignored. In this case, since

H0 >> H1, the spin temperature is trivial:
P+/P− = exp[−γ~B0/kBT ] (3)and it is clear that, when B0 is varied slowly enough to be adiabatic in thequantum sense (i.e. P+/P− is constant), T must be directly proportional toB0. This essentially tells us that at high �eld there will not be any polariza-tion exchange between xenon and carbon, which we could have predicted, sincepolarization does not conserve energy if the gyromagnetic ratios of two spinsdi�er. This is also consistent with the high-temperature limit of Curie's Law(P+/P− = CB/T where C is constant). More interesting is the question of whatwill happen when we lower the �eld to a value where the di�erences in Larmorfrequencies is comparable to spin-spin couplings or lower. One might expectthat lowering B0 to zero would remove the need to conserve spin energy fromB0 and cause spins to randomize. If that were the case, then lowering the DC�eld to zero would be an irreversible process and destroy polarization. However,when B0 goes to zero, the H

1 term of the Hamiltonian becomes important andspin-spin interactions can prevent complete randomization. Experiment showsthat in fact an adiabatic passage through B0 = 0 does not change the observedpolarization when one returns to high �eld.Under low-�eld conditions in this many-body problem, the energy levels arequasi-continuous and no experiment is likely to involve passage slow enough tobe adiabatic. Certainly, in this experiment we need to transition between highand low �eld fairly quickly and do not have time to even attempt an adiabaticpassage. Furthermore, while in high �eld we can treat the carbon and xenonnuclei as separate and independent systems, each with its own spin temperature,this assumption breaks down in low �eld, where the spins will couple. Thus,the question that we need to consider for this experiment is: what will happento the spin temperatures of the two systems initially at high �eld B0 when theyare brought into contact by a passage to low mixing �eld B∗? Let us treat thisgenerally for ensembles of two spin-1/2 nuclei with initial spin temperatures T ′

iand T ′′

i . When the system arrives at B∗, the systems will have temperatures
T ′ = T ′

iB
∗/B0 and T ′′ = T ′′

i B∗/B0. However, since at the mixing �eld thesystems are coupled, it is the total energy rather than separate system energies,that is conserved. Thus we must calculate the new spin temperature from thetotal energy. Where N ′ and N ′′are the number of atoms of each nucleus, wehave:
1

T
=

(N ′/T ′)γ′2 + (N ′′/T ′′)γ′′2

N ′γ′2 + N ′′γ′′2
(4)5



Letting µ = N ′′γ′′2/N ′γ′2 we have:
1

T
=

(1/T ′) + (µ/T ′′)

1 + µ
=

B0

B∗

(1/T ′

i ) + (µ/T ′′

i )

1 + µ
(5)so that if we return to B0 we have spin temperature Tf = B0T/B∗ . Then, ifthe initial magnetic moments were M ′

i and M ′′

i , then we have �nal magneticmoments of:
M ′

f = (M ′

i + M ′′

i )/(1 + µ) (6)
M ′′

f = µ(M ′

i + M ′′

i )/(1 + µ) (7)Notice that the exact value of the mixing �eld does not appear in these formulae;they are generally valid for any mixing �eld that is signi�cantly greater thanthe local �eld produced by the nuclear spins themselves, but low enough that acommon Zeeman spin temperature is reached at a rate fast compared to spin-lattice relaxation. Thus the details of the dynamics as a function of �eld arenot critical to the predictions.2.2 Calculations for a System of 129Xe and 13C SpinsUsing these equations, the expected �nal polarization of the carbon nuclei canbe found. Since xenon gas enriched in 129Xe and depleted of 131Xe will beused, it is reasonable to assume a 129Xe:13C ratio of 2:1 with no competingspins present. Then, assuming that the storage �eld (~200 G) is high enoughthat spin relaxation is negligible over a few minutes and that the mixing �eld(~10 G) is low enough that complete mixing occurs during the 10 ms that thesample is in the mixing �eld, it should be possible to use the above model tocalculate a theoretical value for the obtainable 13C polarization. Initial carbonpolarization is zero, and it is reasonable to assume an initial xenon polarizationof 0.50 as this is obtainable with commercially available polarizers from Xemed.A xenon-to-carbon ratio of up to 10:1 is practical, but a ratio of 2:1 is used forillustrative calculations.With these assumptions, the initial inverse spin temperatures β for the xenonand carbon are 16.1 J-1 and 0 J-1 respectively. This gives a �nal spin temperaturefor the system after mixing of 11.4 J-1. Once the system returns to the storage�eld, the spin polarizations of the xenon and carbon are 0.35 and -0.32 (nega-tive because the magnetic moments of xenon and carbon have di�erent signs).The �nal carbon polarization of −0.32, 64% of the initial 129Xe polarizationis signi�cantly higher than past experimental results for xenon-to-carbon spintransfer[9, 10, 13]. It should be noted, however, that Gatzke's 129Xe to 131Xeachieved ~30% of the initial polarization[8].2.3 Calculation for a System of 129Xe and 13C Spins with
131Xe and 1H AddedThe previous calculation assumed that 129Xe and 13C were the only NMR-active nuclei present. However, since the intended target molecules include small6



organic molecules, protons will typically be present. In the speci�c case of aceticacid, there are four protons for every two carbon atoms. Furthermore, naturalxenon is not pure 129Xe. While 129Xe is the only I = 1/2 nucleus, there is alsoa high-abundance I = 3/2 nucleus, 131Xe. Hyperpolarization experiments withxenon are usually done with samples enriched in 129Xe and depleted in 131Xe,since quadrupole relaxation of 131Xe causes it to lose polarization relativelyrapidly. However, these samples are not completely free of 131Xe; for exampleBowers used xenon with a 129Xe:131Xe ratio of 67:1 while Gatzke worked witha ratio of 27:1[10, 8].Unfortunately, it is not entirely clear what the 131Xe-129Xe mixing �eld was.Gatzke's study of 129Xe relaxation and 129Xe-to-131Xe spin transfer suggeststhat, at 77 K, transfer may begin as high as 150 G, though complete mixingprobably requires a lower �eld[8]. In comparison, Bowers's study of 129Xe-to-
13C transfer after deposition from the gas phase used mixing �elds as high as35 G without decrease in spin transfer[10].In order to calculate the e�ects of mixing with protons and 131Xe, addi-tional calculations were done by extending equation 4 to three- and four-nucleuscases. The acetic acid C:H ratio of 1:2 was assumed and 131Xe relaxation dueto quadripole interactions was assumed to be negligible during the short mixingperiod. This last assumption seems reasonable based on a measurement of T1=1 s for 131Xe in solid state at 77 K[15]. However, initial 131Xe polarization wasset at zero since the sample would be expected to have relaxed by quadripoleinteractions before mixing. Since it is not known what 129Xe:131Xe ratio wewill be able to obtain from suppliers, Gatzke's ratio of 27:1 was used. Withthe addition of protons, the �nal carbon polarization was signi�cantly reduced.Using a Xe:C ratio of 4:1, the �nal polarization is −0.06 (12% of initial 129Xepolarization); using a less-likely but still plausible ratio of 8:1, the �nal polar-ization is −0.10 (20% of intitial 129Xe polarization). These numbers are notsigni�cantly altered by the inclusion of 131Xe.3 Overview of the ApparatusThe basic goal of this project is to produce an apparatus that can accept as inputa gas-phase mixture of a small metabolite and hyperpolarized xenon, freeze themixture homogeneously at high �eld, drop the �eld to allow spin temperatureequilibration, and then warm the sample to room temperature, boiling o� thexenon and delivering the sample as a biologically-ready aqueous solution at roomtemperature. The major unsolved problem in achieving this is �nding a wayto deposit the xenon-metabolite mixture that both is rapid enough to preventsigni�cant xenon relaxation and results in a su�ciently homogeneous mixture fore�cient spin temperature equilibration to occur. The chosen approach to solvingthis problem is to deposit the mixture on a liquid-nitrogen cooled condenser,the surface of which will be scraped o� at a frequency of around 1 Hz. Based onRuset's work on freezing xenon, it seems likely that the �snow� produced whenxenon is deposited from the gas phase on a 77 K surface is a poor heat conductor7



and that as the layer of snow grows, the surface temperature soon rises far above77 K, resulting in slower freezing and signi�cant loss of spin through relaxation.Regularly scraping the snow o� the surface of the condenser should maintain asurface temperature su�ciently close to 77 K for xenon to deposit promptly toa solid with negligible spin relaxation during the process.The general design for the apparatus was drawn up with these goals inmind. In order to rapidly deposit the xenon-acetic acid mixture as a solid insidea magnetic �eld, a cold �nger using a cryogenic coolant is needed. It is necessarythat the condensation step take place under vacuum to avoid condensation ofair along with the xenon-acetic acid mixture. The need for vacuum is oneof the two primary constraints on the apparatus, the other being the need tomaintain a >200 G B-�eld over any part of the apparatus which will containsolid xenon in order to maintain long T1 values in the sample. This �eld needsto be able to be shut o� for the spin-temperature mixing step, but it also needsto be maintained for tens of minutes during deposition. To avoid the di�cultiesof operating a 200 G electromagnet in a vacuum for an extended period, itwas decided to use a Halbach array permanent magnet to produce the high�eld needed during condensation, and then to drop the sample into a lower-�eldHelmholtz coil outside of the vacuum to obtain the lower �eld needed for dipole-dipole coupling to occur. Since the magnet will not need to operate in vacuumor �t into the vacuum bell jar, it has proved possible to adapt a Helmholtz coilalready present in the Weitekamp lab for this purpose.In order to maintain a vacuum over the entire setup, the apparatus will bebuilt on an aluminum plate underneath a bell jar. To isolate the liquid nitrogenfrom the vacuum and the target molecules; it will be introduced�and gas will beremoved�through copper tubing going through the base plate. The xenon-aceticacid mixture will be introduced by another tube through the base plate. It willbe freely released into the bell jar through a nozzle surrounding the cold �nger,but the total amount (< 10 mmol) will be small enough to avoid producing apositive pressure in the bell jar.The condenser for the xenon-acetic acid mixture will consist of a tungstencondenser, connected to a reservoir of liquid N2. As the sample is condensing, acopper scraper will rotate around the condenser, scraping the condensed sampleinto an NMR tube. This will serve to keep the the layer of condensed gas thin,allowing for good conductivity so that it will rapidly reach 77K and neitherhave time to di�use and segregate nor to relax rapidly in an intermediate slushystate. Both the condenser and the NMR tube will be within a Halbach array tomaintain the xenon at high �eld until all of the sample has condensed. At thispoint, the NMR tube will be dropped into the Helmholtz coil, which will providea �eld of 200 G. The �eld will be dropped to ~10 G for ~10 ms, then returnedto 200 G. Warm water will be added through the NMR tube cap to warm thesample to room termperature and dissolve it in aqueous solution. The scraperwill be turned by an electric motor inside the bell jar but well away from theHalbach magnet.Using a 3-D computer-aided design program called Minos, a three-dimensionalline drawing of the apparatus (Figure 1) has been created. This step was par-8



Table 1: feedthrough Coordinatesfeedthrough Center HeightAbove RadiusAbove HeightBelow RadiusBelowliquidnitrogen x = 0y = -290 352 88 532 56xenon x = 0y = +290 352 88 532 56power x = -288y = -40 352 88 24 128thermocouple x = -290y = +110 288 56 192 56vacuumpump x = -290y = +185 96 8 499 8vacuumgauge x = -290y = -185 96 8 499 8(All distances given in 1/64�; heights are above and below the bottom of thebase plate.)ticularly important because �tting all of the necessary feedthroughs into thelimited space available in the bell jar was a delicate task, especially since it wasnecessary to make room for the Helmholtz coil 3 cm below the base plate (asexplained in Section 4.3)4 Magnet Set-UpWhile using a single magnet for the entire experiment would be mechanicallysimpler, there are two signi�cant bene�ts from the decision to use a two-magnetsystem. First of all, a two-magnet system means that the Helmholtz coil doesnot have to operate in vacuum. Since the sample deposition process will likelytake around ten minutes (Section 5.2) and the magnet needs to operate at >200G during the process, keeping a Helmholtz coil�even a water-cooled Helmholtzcoil�from overheating in vacuum would be a signi�cant challenge. Secondly,using a permanent magnet during the deposition phase means that a muchstronger �eld�possibly as great as 1 T�can be maintained during deposition.While it is not clear that a stronger �eld will have much in�uence on the xenonT1[8], using a 1 T �eld will make it possible to do in-situ NMR of the condenserand the sample collection tube during deposition. It is anticipated that thiswill be useful for trouble-shooting, and to con�rm that the xenon is not undulyrelaxing during the deposition process.
9



Figure 1: 3-D CAD Drawing of Apparatus10



4.1 Helmholtz CoilTo provide the variable magnetic �eld needed for spin-temperature mixing be-tween 129Xe and 13C, a Helmholtz coil will be used. The coil in question wasconstructed for an unrelated past project, but is su�ciently large and capableof providing the needed �eld strength over a su�ciently large area. The twocoils are separated by 6.5 cm and each coil is 6.5 cm thick. The inner diameteris 20 cm and the outer diameter is 33 cm. The total resistance of the coil wasmeasured at 11.2 Ω, with the two coils separately measured at 5.8 Ω and 5.9
Ω. The magnet is water-cooled and was designed to produce �elds up to 700 Gwith a current of 10 A for extended periods. The maximum �eld as a function ofcurrent was measured at ~70 G/A using a hand-held gaussmeter. At the radiusof the coil, down the central plane of the magnet, the �eld was around 40% ofthe maximum �eld. The maximum negative �eld was achieved on the centralplane at a radius of 19 cm.A study done at Princeton[8] on the T1 of hyperpolarized solid 129Xe at 77K and di�erent �eld strengths suggests that T1 of xenon under these conditionsdoes not start to drop o� signi�cantly until the �eld drops below 200 G andthat the T1 is ~80 minutes at that �eld.The central region of the magnet, where the �eld is at least 80% of maxi-mum, appears to be large enough to contain the sample. Based on this, it ishypothesized that a �eld of 250 G in the Helmoholtz coil should be su�cientto maintain polarization. If this is the case, a maximum �eld of 320 G shouldsu�ce, requiring a current of 4.6 A and implying a maximum negative �eld of-32 G. Even if the entire interior of the coil is needed, which seems unlikely,a maximum �eld of 625 G (within the design specs of the magnet) should besu�cient, requiring a current of 9 A and producing a maximum negative �eldof -63 G.Because the Helmholtz coil has had some problems in the past with short-circuits and insulation burn-throughs at high current, it has been decided that,to avoid risk of damage to the coil, it should not be operated it at more thanabout 420 G (6 A) unless it becomes clear that doing so is necessary. However,it appears that this upper bound should be su�cient to produce the necessary�eld. An HP 6675A programmable power supply was found which seems capableof providing the necessary voltage and current to operate it. This is the powersupply that was used in testing the �eld-to-current ratio and characterizing theshape of the �eld.4.2 Halbach MagnetThe most signi�cant component of the apparatus which has not yet been pur-chased is the Halbach magnet for the condenser. There are a number of con�ict-ing requirements for this magnet. An inner diameter of at least 5 cm is desiredto allow room for the condenser, nozzle, and possibly for an NMR coil to allowin-situ hyperpolarization measurements. To allow room for feedthroughs andother attachments on the plate outside of the magnet, the magnet's outer diam-11



eter needs to be not much more than 13 cm or so. Finally, the magnet's heightis limited to around 18 cm by the need to �t components on top of it within thebell jar. Besides physical constraints there are requirements for the magnetic�eld. It must fall o� slowly enough that it can cancel the negative �eld outsidethe Helmholtz coil: since the maximum for this �eld is about 50 G at 2.5 cmbelow the bottom of the Halbach magnet, the Halbach magnet's �eld strengthat this point should be around 100 G or so. At the same time, though, it needsto drop o� fast enough that turning o� the Helmholtz coil will drop the �eldto as little as 10 G in the central area of the coil to allow for spin temperaturemixing. Also, in order to allow NMR to be conducted in the Halbach magnet,a �eld of nearly 1 T with a homogeneity of 100 ppm or better in a volume witha diameter of 5 mm and a height of 25 mm is desired. Discussions are currentlyunderway with several magnet manufacturers regarding the manufacture of sucha magnet.4.3 Transfering the SampleThe need to transfer the sample between the Halbach magnet and the Helmholtzcoil is an aspect of using a two-magnet system. It is necessary to arrange thelocations and �eld characteristics of the two magnets so that the Halbach magnetwill make a negligible component to the �eld at the core of the Helmholtz coil (sothat shutting o� the coil for mixing e�ectively shuts o� the �eld there) while atthe same time ensuring that the �eld on the path the sample traverses betweenthe two magnets never falls too low or passes through zero.Initially, the magnetic modeling program Radia[17] was used to model the�elds of various types of Helmholtz coils and Halbach magnets. Once it wasdetermined that the two-magnet design was practical, a Helmholtz coil alreadypresent in the Weitekamp lab was tested and found to be acceptable for thepurpose. The measured �eld characteristics of that magnet are discussed inSection 4.1. As a result of the decision to use the preexisting Helmholtz coil,one of the criteria in selecting a Halbach magnet is �eld properties that allow usto use it with the Helmholtz coil to produce a �eld with the properties discussedin the previous paragraph.While a supplier and a design for the Halbach magnet have not been settledon, some discussions with manufacturers have taken place. Speci�cally, pre-liminary plans for a Halbach magnet were developed in discussion with AsterEnterprises, Inc. of Acton, MA. For a Halbach magnet 15 cm in height, 13cm in outer diameter, and with a clear inner bore of 5 cm, they supplied the�eld strength plot in Figure 2. The �eld properties of the Helmholtz coil havebeen measured with a gaussmeter and it was determined that the maximumnegative �eld produced by the coil was 10% of the maximum positive �eld, andwas produced in a ring with a radius approximately 2.5 cm greater than thatof the coil. Thus, if the maximum �eld for the coil is set at 500 G�an upperlimit on what is safe for the magnet; no more than 320 G should be needed�themaximum negative �eld will be 50 G at a point 2.5 cm above the top of thecoil. To prevent the sample from falling through a �eld of less than +100 G,12



Figure 2: Halbach Magnet Field Strength Plotthe Halbach magnet needs to have a �eld strength of at least 150 G at a point2.5 cm above the top of the coil. Based on the plot in Figure 2, it appears that500 G occurs at a distance from the center of about 11 cm and 200 G occursat around 12 cm. Of this distance, 7.5 cm are taken up by the bottom half ofthe Halbach magnet, and another 2.5 cm are taken up by the aluminum baseplate. This suggests that having the Helmholtz coil 2 cm or so below the baseplate should meet these criteria for B along the sample's path. As such, theplan outlined in Figure 1, with a distance of 1� (2.54 cm) between the top ofthe Helmholtz coil and the bottom of the plate, is reasonable, especially sinceit leaves about 1.5 cm of room to bring the coil closer if so desired.5 Sample Handling Set-UpWhile magnet issues have been important, the sample handling system hasprobably been the most di�cult part of this project to design, due to the factthat it is the part where the literature provides the least guidance. The basicgoals have been to design a system that maintains xenon polarization, that keepsthe mixture of xenon and target molecule homogeneous, and that can processthe sample rapidly (especially for those parts of the handling that occur afterpolarization is transfered to the target molecule).5.1 Liquid Nitrogen Reservoir and CondenserThe condenser set-up consists of a glass liquid nitrogen reservoir and a tungstenrod, the upper half of which is inside the reservoir. This allows the exposed13



rod to act as a condenser thin enough that xenon scraped o� of it will fall intothe mouth of a standard 5 mm NMR tube while still cooling the condenser bydirect contact to liquid nitrogen.The design of the liquid nitrogen reservoir is fairly tightly constrained, giventhat it must be short enough to �t between the Halbach magnet and the topof the bell jar and, at the same time, narrow enough that a bevel gear to turnthe scraper can use it as an axle, all while holding enough liquid nitrogen tokeep the condenser at a constant 77 K. The reservoir was designed with a 10cm height constraint, based on an estimated height of 15-20 cm for the Halbachmagnet. Leaving 4 cm for the nitrogen in and nitrogen out connections and thespace between them, this gives a maximum reasonable height for the reservoirof 6 cm. The o.d. of the reservoir was set at 1.5 cm as this seemed to be thewidest reasonable i.d. for the bevel gears. Finally, since the liquid nitrogenfeedthrough requires the nitrogen in and nitrogen out tubes pass through thebase plate as one unit, it is much preferable to have them attach to the nitrogenreservoir on the same side.Using a height of 6 cm but an i.d. of 1.0 cm (from an o.d. of 1.5 cm) givesa volume of 4.7 mL. Using basic thermodynamics, it is possible to calculatethe cooling power of a certain amount of liquid nitrogen. Liquid nitrogen hasa density of 0.807 g/mL and a speci�c heat of vaporization of 199 J/g. Thus,vaporizing all of the liquid nitrogen in a 4 mL reservoir would require 640 J.The xenon sample releases 150 J by condensing from a solid at liquid nitrogentemperatures to a gas at room temperature (see Section 5.3.2). This calculationis conservative: while removal of 150 J would be needed to freeze the xenon,it is not desirable to boil o� all of the liquid nitrogen, and, if necessary, liquidnitrogen can be added continually to keep the level in the reservoir constant.Tungsten has a heat capacity of 2.6 J/mL-K, and a tungsten rod condenser 3mm in diameter and around 10 cm tall has a volume of 0.5 mL of tungsten.This means that without heat �ow from the nitrogen, the tungsten would haveto increase in temperature by about 115 K to provide the 150 J needed to cooland freeze the xenon, which is clearly unacceptable. From these calculations,it is clear that pre-cooling the condenser is insu�cient�nitrogen boil o� in thereservoir is needed to keep the condenser cold�but that a 4 mL reservoir isreasonable and that an even smaller reservoir would probably be acceptable.Since copper wire seems to be the best choice for the scraper�it is sti�, easilyobtainable, and non-ferromagnetic�a di�erent metal is needed for the condenserto avoid pitting as the scraper rubs against the condenser[18]. Tungsten weld-ing electrodes, easily obtainable in the desired size, are non-ferromagnetic andnon-radioactive, and so were selected for the purpose. Pure tungsten weldingelectrodes, catalog no. 8000A84 (1/8� (0.3 cm) diameter, 6 1/2� (16.5 cm) long),were purchased from McMaster-Carr Supply Company of Elmhurst, IL. WA photo of the condenser/reservoir set-up can be seen in Figure 3.
14



Figure 3: Photo of Condenser/Reservoir Set-Up
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5.2 NozzleOne of the primary interesting challenges in this project is developing a mecha-nism for creating a homogeneous solid mixture of xenon and the target molecule.While the proposed scraper system should allow rapid freezing and prevent thexenon and target molecule from segregating by di�usion, it is still necessary thatthey be sprayed evenly over the surface of the cold �nger at the proper rate forthe scraper to keep the ice from becoming too thick. In order to allow this,calculations have been done to determine an optimal �ow rate and a specialnozzle has been manufactured by the Chemistry Department machine shop.The �rst issue to consider is how quickly the gas mixture should be depositedon the cold �nger. If the condenser is 3 mm in diameter and 3 cm long, it hasabout 2.5 cm2 of surface area. Assuming a scraper speed of 5 Hz, this is 12.5 cm2of surface area every second. Since the xenon atoms will signi�cantly outnumberthe target molecules, the following calculations are based on using pure xenon. Asingle xenon atom should take up about 1×10−19m2, and about 8 mmol (5×1021atoms) of xenon will be used. This means that 500 m2 of xenon monolayer willbe deposited. If the deposition process takes ten minutes (a conservative upperbound, given the need to minimize relaxation during deposition), then the totalavailable surface area will be around 0.6 m2, so each layer will have to be ~700atoms thick, that is about 0.25 µm thick before being scraped again. Muchslower scraping would reduce the need for such a tight mechanical tolerance andis expected to be satisfactory since in Ruset's experiment with pure xenon, snowaccumulated to >1 mm thichness while spin relaxation remained negligible ona ten minute time scale.. However, in light of minimal information about theheat conductivity of the xenon snow and the practical issues of operating thescraper, it is expected that some experimentation with �ow rate and scraperspeed will be needed.If 0.00125 m2 of surface are to be covered to a thickness of 700 atoms everysecond, a �ow rate of 9 × 1018 atoms per second (14 µmol/s) is needed. Atthis point, relative pressures and the initial temperature of the gas becomevery important, and the issue of how thick a tube is needed for the xenon�ow becomes a �uid dynamics problem that can only be solved if one knows theinitial pressure and temperature of the xenon. However, calculations done usingan on line pipe �ow �uid dynamics calculator[19] suggest that the real limitingfactor is the inner diameter of the tube used. Thus, the nozzle was designedassuming an in �ow tube with an inner diameter of 3/32 inch (2.4 mm). Thebasic factors considered in designing the nozzle were a wish to keep the numberof holes drilled to a reasonable number (to keep machine shop costs reasonable)and at the same time to minimize the diameters of the holes to prevent thosenearest to the input hose from picking up the entire gas �ow. As a result, thenozzle design uses 48 holes with a diameter of 1/128 inch (0.20 mm).The nozzle itself consists of donut-style annulus made of a sealed outer ringwith a 1/16 inch (1.6 mm) o.d. connection to allow 3/32 inch (2.4 mm) i.d.xenon inlet tube to be attached to it. The nozzle has a height of 1-1/4 in (3.2cm), an inner diameter of 7/32 inch (0.56 cm), and an outer diameter of 3/416



Figure 4: Design Plan for Nozzleinch (1.9 cm). The inner surface of the ring is perforated with 48 holes of 1/128�(0.2 mm) diameter, evenly spaced in six columns of eight holes each. The wholenozzle is made of Vespel, a plastic with particularly good cold and vacuumtolerance (it can be lowered to liquid nitrogen temperatures and be exposed toultra-high vacuum without issue if necessary. Figure 4 shows the design planfrom which the machine shop made the nozzle.5.3 Other Components5.3.1 Gas Mixture InputIt was originally intended that the gas mixture would be prepared in a gassampling bag at atmospheric pressure and released into the apparatus by usingthe pressure di�erential between atmospheric pressure and the vacuum insidethe bell jar. Three 1.5 L Tedlar gas sampling bags (Jensen Inert catalog numberGST0015-0610) have been purchased for storing and transporting the gas-phasemixture of target molecule and hyperpolarized xenon. They were selected based17



on past experience by workers in the Weitekamp group regarding materialsunlikely to induce relaxation in hyperpolarized xenon gas[13].Another issue related to gas mixture input is that it is important not torelax the xenon gas by putting it through a signi�cant magnetic �eld gradient,as pointed out by Gerhard[11]. Because of constrained space in the bell jar, andthe general design of the apparatus, it will be necessary to pass the xenon-in linefairly close to the Halbach magnet. It may be possible to do this in a way thatminimizes �eld gradients once the Halbach magnet is obtained and its gradientscan be measured; however it will likely be necessary to protect the xenon inline with mu-metal, a high magnetic susceptibility alloy used to insulate againstmagnetic �elds.5.3.2 Sample DeliveryApproximately 1 mL of warm (340 K) water will be added through the NMRtube cap to boil o� the xenon and dissolve the acetic acid at room temperature.This number was determined by calculating the amount of heat needed to warmthe sample to room temperature and vaporize the xenon. Since the sample willhave a large excess of xenon, calculations were done based on a pure xenonsample. To heat solid xenon from 77 K to 161 K, 2.7 kJ/mol is required. Theheat of fusion for xenon is around 65 J/mol and the heat of vaporization is 12.6kJ/mol. Heating xenon gas from 161 K to 300 K at constant pressure requires2.8 kJ/mol. This sums to about 18 kJ/mol. Since the sample is about 0.008 mol,we should need about 150 J to boil o� the xenon. Water has a heat capacity of4.18 J/mL-K near room temperature, so 1 mL of water at 340 K will be cooledto 300 K by releasing enough heat to warm the sample to 300 K and boil o�the xenon.5.3.3 Vacuum EquipmentThe Halbach magnet and xenon delivery / deposition set up are contained ina vacuum bell jar with an implosion shield. The bell jar is cylindrical with arounded top. The diameter is 12�, the center height is 13�, and the height ofthe cylindrical portion alone is 9�. A 1 in Ö 18 in Ö 18 in aluminum plate,McMaster-Carr catalog number 9040K65, was purchased to serve as the baseplate. A number of vacuum feedthroughs were purchased from ISP InsulatorSeal to bring power and �uids through the baseplate. For thermocouples todetermine the temperature of the condenser, a six pin type-E thermocouplefeedthrough (no. 9312011) was selected. Liquid nitrogen will enter and boil-o� nitrogen gas will exit through a two-tube Swagelok liquid N2 feedthrough(no. 9812105). Xenon will enter the bell jar through one tube of a two-tubeSwagelok liquid feedthrough (no. 9812005); the other tube will be sealed. Topower the motor, a four-pin medium power electrical feedthrough (no. 9422028)will be used. A vacuum gauge set-up and vacuum pump already present in theWeitekamp lab will also be installed. 18



5.3.4 Motor and ControllerThe scraper will be turned by a chain of two nylon bevel gears and a 7.5 cmaluminum drive shaft leading to an electric motor well o�-center from the Hal-bach magnet. It is hoped that distance will be su�cient to keep the magnetfrom interfering with it; if this proves impossible it may need to be shieldedwith mu-metal. Two gearhead motors were purchased from Jameco Electron-ics for this purpose (catalog number 253455, operating frequency of 200 RPM(3.3 Hz), and catalog number 253446, operating frequency 600 RPM (10 Hz)).Using a kit-built Velleman K8004 DC to Pulse Width Modulator the operatingspeeds of the motors can be lowered without decreasing torque by converting aconstant DC current into a series of pulses. By varying the pulse rate, one canreduce the speed of the motor while maintaining the rated operating voltage ofthe motor during the pulses, so that the motor operates in pulses at full torquerather than continuously but with diminished torque due to underpowering.Using this controller, it will be possible to experiment with varying the scraperspeed without concerns about decreased torque.6 Initial Construction and ExperimentsThe nozzle-condenser-motor set-up has been constructed and is ready for test-ing. The updated liquid nitrogen reservoir has been constructed with the tung-sten rod condenser embedded in it as described above. Based on the experienceof a graduate student in Professor Zewail's lab with nylon in vacuum, we decidedthat nylon was the best choice for the gears, since it is completely nonmagneticand should not have outgassing problems at 0.1 torr. The department machineshop attached a nylon bevel gear to the reservoir as described above. Attachedto the bottom of the gear is a copper wire, which is wrapped around the con-denser as a scraper. This set-up, along with the xenon nozzle and the scrapermotor, has been set up using clamp stands for testing.The next logical step is to test the nozzle scraper. The initial tests willconsist of pressurized carbon dioxide being run through the nozzle while thecondenser is cooled with liquid nitrogen. This will be done at room pressure tomake it easier to access and adjust parts without having to repeatedly pumpdown a bell jar, and to allow experiments to be performed before the vacuumapparatus is constructed. Assuming the nozzle works as expected, further testswill be done using the scraper set up, using the electric motors at a variety offrequencies.These experiments should allow us to con�rm that the nozzle design evenlydistributes snow over the condenser, that the scraper removes it e�ectively, andthat the accumulation and scraping rates can be controlled to produce thin sur-faces and the new surface area to �ow rate ratios that we think are necessarybased on Ruset's work. After these tests, construction of the apparatus can con-tinue and experiments can be done under vacuum and with xenon. Eventually,once a Halbach magnet is obtained, experiments with hyperpolarized xenon and19
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ratioHXe= 1/4; (* ratio of number of hydrogen-1 / xenon-129 nuclei, calcu-lated for acetic acid \ (CH3COOH) *)ratioXeXe = 1; (*unity by de�nition, used to make later formulae more \symmetric*)ratio131129 = 1/27; (*ratio of number of xenon-131 / xenon-129 nuclei*,based on Gatzke, et al.*)Fundamental Constants(*values for physical constants*)gammaXe129 = -11.777*2*Pi; (* magnetogyric ratio of xenon-129 *)gammaXe131 =3.5159*2*Pi; (* magnetogyric ratio of xenon-131 *)gammaC13 = 10.705 *2*Pi ; (* magnetogyric ratio of carbon-13 *)gammaH1 = 42.5775*2*Pi; (* magnetogyric ratio of protons *)momentXe129 = -0.77686; (* magnetic moment of xenon-129 *)momentXe131 = 0.69066; (* magnetic moment of xenon-131 *)momentC13 = 0.702381; (* magnetic moment of carbon-13 *)momentH1 = 2.79277; (* magnetic moment of protons *)spinXe129 = 1/2; (* spin of xenon-129 *)spinC13 = 1/2; (* spin of carbon-13 *)Functions for Xe-129 and C-13 Only(*calculations including two nuclei*)betaXe129= polInitialXe129/(momentXe129 * bStorage) (* initial inversespin temperature of the xenon *)betaC13 = polInitialC13/(momentC13 * bStorage) (* initial inverse spin \temperature of the carbon *)alpha = ( gammaXe129^2 * ratio * spinXe129 * (1 + spinXe129) ) / (gammaC13 ^2* spinC13 * (1 + spinC13) ) (* internal calculation for �ndingbeta_�nal from the Gaede thesis *)betaFinal = (betaC13 + alpha*betaXe129) / (1 + alpha) (* function fromthe Gaede thesis *)polFinalXe129 = momentXe129 * bStorage * betaFinal (* �nal polarizationof the xenon *) (* derived from eq 18 in Abragam and Proctor paper *)polFinalC13 = momentC13 * bStorage * betaFinal (* �nal polarization ofthe \ carbon *) (* derived from eq 18 in Abragam and Proctor paper *)Functions for Xe-129 and C-13 and H-1(*calculatoins including three nuclei*)betaXe129= polInitialXe129/(momentXe129 * bStorage) (* initial inversespin temperature of the xenon *)betaC13 = polInitialC13/(momentC13 * bStorage) (* initial inverse spin \temperature of the carbon *) 22



betaH1 = polInitialH1/(momentH1 * bStorage) (* initial inverse spin tem-perature of the carbon *)betaPrimeXe129 = betaXe129 * bStorage / bMixingbetaPrimeC13 = betaC13 * bStorage / bMixingbetaPrimeH1= betaH1 * bStorage / bMixingbetaDoublePrime =(ratioXeXe*betaPrimeXe129*gammaXe129*gammaXe129+ ratioCXe*betaPrimeC13*gammaC13*gammaC13+ ratioHXe*betaPrimeH1*gammaH1*gammaH1)/ (ratioXeXe*gammaXe129*gammaXe129+ ratioCXe*gammaC13*gammaC13+ ratioHXe* gammaH1*gammaH1)(* derived from eq 16 in Abragam and Proctor paper \ *)betaFinal=betaDoublePrime*bMixing/bStorage (* derived from eq 18 inAbragam and Proctor paper *)polFinalXe129 = momentXe129 * bStorage * betaFinal (* �nal polarizationof the xenon *) (* derived from eq 18 in Abragam and Proctor paper *)polFinalC13 = momentC13 * bStorage * betaFinal (* �nal polarization ofthe \ carbon *) (* derived from eq 18 in Abragam and Proctor paper *)polFinalH1 = momentH1* bStorage * betaFinal (* �nal polarization of thecarbon *) (* derived from eq 18 in Abragam and Proctor paper *)Functions for Xe-129, C-13, H-1, and Xe-131(*calculations including four nuclei*)betaXe129= polInitialXe129/(momentXe129 * bStorage) (* initial inversespin temperature of the xenon *)betaXe131= polInitialXe131/(momentXe131 * bStorage) (* initial inversespin temperature of the xenon *)betaC13 = polInitialC13/(momentC13 * bStorage) (* initial inverse spin \temperature of the carbon *)betaH1 = polInitialH1/(momentH1 * bStorage) (* initial inverse spin tem-perature of the carbon *)betaPrimeXe129 = betaXe129 * bStorage / bMixingbetaPrimeXe131 = betaXe131 * bStorage / bMixingbetaPrimeC13 = betaC13 * bStorage / bMixingbetaPrimeH1= betaH1 * bStorage / bMixingbetaDoublePrime =(ratioXeXe*betaPrimeXe129*gammaXe129*gammaXe129+ 5*ratio131129*betaPrimeXe131*gammaXe131*gammaXe131+ ratioCXe*betaPrimeC13*gammaC13*gammaC13+ ratioHXe*betaPrimeH1*gammaH1*gammaH1)/ (ratioXeXe*gammaXe129*gammaXe129 +5* ratio131129*gammaXe131*gammaXe131+ ratioCXe*gammaC13*gammaC13 + ratioHXe*gammaH1*gammaH1 \ )(* derived from eq 16 in Abragam and Proctor paper *)betaFinal=betaDoublePrime*bMixing/bStorage (* derived from eq 18 inAbragam and Proctor paper *)polFinalXe129 = momentXe129 * bStorage * betaFinal (* �nal polarizationof the xenon *) (* derived from eq 18 in Abragam and Proctor paper *)23



polFinalXe131 = momentXe131* bStorage * betaFinal (* �nal polarizationof \ the xenon *) (* derived from eq 18 in Abragam and Proctor paper *)polFinalC13 = momentC13 * bStorage * betaFinal (* �nal polarization ofthe \ carbon *) (* derived from eq 18 in Abragam and Proctor paper *)polFinalH1 = momentH1* bStorage * betaFinal (* �nal polarization of thecarbon *) (* derived from eq 18 in Abragam and Proctor paper *)Comments on Assumptions(* xenon - 131 assumed to be negligible; storage �eld assumed to be high enoughthat no mixing occurs; mixing �eld assumed to be low enough that mixingoccurs; transition assumed to take no time*)
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